PRO MEDIA 2.1

LEGENDARY SOUND FROM A LEGENDARY PRODUCT
The Klipsch ProMedia 2.1 was the first three-piece computer system to
be THX® certified, and its introduction singlehandedly raised the bar on
what is defined as exceptional sound from CD’s, MP3’s and streaming
radio. Many have tried to copy its groundbreaking performance, but the
ProMedia 2.1 still reigns supreme over anything near its price range.

S p e c i f i c at i o n s

P r o M e d i a 2 .1

AMPLIFIER POWER

Peak Power: 200 Watts total system
Satellites: 35 watts/channel @ 5% THD, 1KHz, two
channels driven
Subwoofer: 130 watts peak (50 watts @ 5% THD, 50 Hz
continuous)

Klipsch Micro Tractrix horns make a major contribution to the Promedia
2.1’s amazing proficiency. Their highly efficient design reproduces more
sound from every watt of power, controlling the dispersion of that sound
and sending it straight to your ears for clarity and lifelike impact no other
system can duplicate.

BUILT FROM

2000

CLEAN BASS OUTPUT AT ALL VOLUME LEVELS

EXCLUSIVE HORN-LOADED TECHNOLOGY

The two-way satellites’ 3” midbass drivers blend perfectly with the
Promedia 2.1’s solid, 6.5” side-firing, ported subwoofer for full
bandwidth bass response you can actually feel. With a separate
subwoofer volume control, you can adjust for the best bass for what
you’re listening to.

PERFORMANCE THAT CREATES FLEXIBILITY
With its plug and play setup and convenient 3.5mm input, the Promedia
2.1 can double from anything from a TV sound enhancer to a 2.1 Home
Theater system. It’s 200 watts of dynamic system power can fill even a
larger room with sound. The headphone jack allows for private listening
when desired.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

31Hz - 20kHz

Crossover Frequency

HF: 5kHz

ENCLOSURE MATERIAL

Satellites: ABS, Subwoofer: MDF

ENCLOSURE TYPE

Satellites: sealed, Subwoofer: bass reflex

HIGH FREQUENCY HORN

90° x 40° MicroTractrix® Horn

INPUTS

MP3 two-channel soundcard miniplug

MAXIMUM ACOUSTIC OUTPUT

106dB SPL

OUTPUTS

Headphone

DIMENSIONS

Satellite: 8.5” (21.59cm) x 4.2” (10.67cm) x 5.67”
(14.4cm)
Subwoofer: 9.5” (24.13cm) x 9.8” (24.9cm) x 10.2”
(25.9cm)

Finish

Black

SUBWOOFER

One side-firing 6.5” (16.51cm) long-throw fiber composite
cone

TWEETER

0.75” Poly compression driver

VOLTAGE

110/120 VAC

WEIGHT

Satellite: 2.1 lbs. (0.95kg)
Subwoofer: 11 lbs. (5kg)
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